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THE VISIONARY REGIONAL PLANNING TRADITION 
AND THE 

GREATER VANCOUVER REGION 

DON ALEXANDER 

Since 1987, when the Brundtland Commission published its 
famous report, Our Common Future, discussions of urban and 
regional planning have tended to be strongly influenced by 
notions of 'sustainable development. ' This certainly is a welcome 
occurrence, but it is often forgotten that there is a far older 
tradition of visionary regional planning that anticipated many of 
the ideas of ' sustainable development.' While there is insufficient 
space here to treat their ideas i'n depth, a brief summary is offered 
in chronological order. In order to make the discussion more 
concrete, certain of these ideas are applied to the current situation 
in the greater Vancouver region. 
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Regional Planning is not a new concept, solely driven 
by the development of Global Economic Re-structuring, 

but one as old as City Planning itself. But it must be 
pointed out that the inception of City Planning was 
itself driven by the rapid growth of industrial cities, 

forced by the needs to stoke the engines of world trade. 
That the metamorphosis of planning issues and theory 
is forced by economic forces exterior to the profession 

itself, which the profession must accomodate lest it 
become irrelevant, should be no novel notion. Neither 

should the thought that urban planning itself repre
sents, in part, an attempt by society to mitigate the · 

effects of untrammelled economic forces. What may 
seem novel is the extended idea that the planning 
profession might be required to bring those forces 

under some kind ~f control rather than merely fighting 
the fires; but that, too, is in the tradition. 

We begin our special issue with a retrospective by Don 
Alexander on the Regional Planning Tradition. Barton 

Reid then provides an overview of Regional Planning 
in Canada as at the end of 1996, and Ray Tomalty 
provides further detail on the regional planning 
proposals for Toronto extant to the fall of 1996. 

FREDERICK LA w OLMSTED, 

SR. AND JR; 

Frederick Sr. is best known for his design of New York's 
Central Park, and locally for his influence on the design of Stanley 
·Park. One of his crowning achievements was the transformation 
of a festering sewage lagoon in Boston (the 'Fens ') into an 
attractive natural area and desirable residential site. 1 His son 
carried on his work as a landscape architect and planner and was, 
for a time, associated with the 'City Beautiful' movement in the 
United States.2 

Three principles that might be drawn from the work of 
Olmsted Jr. and Sr. are: that planning should be adaptive (treating 
the city and region as an organic unity of interrelated parts); that 
private land development be subject to public control ; and that 
planning units should encompass the area of urban and rural 
interaction. 

The first principle is clearly expressed in the issue of protect
ing agricultural land vs. neighbourhood intensification. As long 
as growth cannot be stemmed outright, then the only choice for 
the Vancouver urban envelope is one of building 'up' or 'out' .If 
one wishes to protect farmland and important habitat areas from 
urban encroachment, then one must embrace urban intensifica
tion and this is resisted by many neighbourhood groups . Thus, the 
functional integration of the city region is revealed: each part is 
potentially affected by every other. 

In terms of public control over private lands, Vancouver has 
not drafted an official plan since 1928 (one is in process now). 
Some might argue that official plans are oflimited value, and th~t 
Vancouver is none the worse for not having had one. But thall5 

not an argument against the value of public control, only again5l 

the efficacy of official plans as a specific planning tool. . 
. 101s· On a regional scale, the Greater Vancouver Reg10na . 

trict, of which Vancouver is a part, had its regional plann:i 
powers stripped in 1983 by the Social Credit government.3 It 5 
been soldiering on, doing regional planning under other narn\ 
and has been attempting to operate by 'consensus' - an appro;al 
thatresultedinarecentsetbackfortheregion-butanapproach 0 
remains the only option for the present.4 Regional planningorn0; 

the lack of public control over certain aspects of the de~el~ 
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process and the failure to view the region as an interactive whole 
has certainly resulted in much wasteful use ofland, as reflected in 
[he land-consumptive, car-dependent 'monster' subdivisions that 
are sprinkled throughout Coquitlam, Port Coquitlam, Abbotsford 
and elsewhere. 

Finally, the principle that planning units should encompass 
the entire urban region ( commutershed, urban shadow and nearby 
hinterlands) has been working in reverse. In 1949, the province 
established the Lower Regional Mainland Planning Board 
(LRMPB) that had jurisdiction over the entire lower Fraser 
Valley between Hope and Vancouver. In 1968, fournewregional 
districts (including the GVRD) were created in the same territory 
and theLRMPB disbanded. In 1983, the districts themselves were 
stripped of land use planning powers. 5 

EBENEZER How ARD 

Howard was the founder of the 'garden city' concept. His 
ideas are hard to summarize briefly, but basically he wanted to 
combine the best of city and countryside by creating new urban 
communities that were small and pollution-free, and by integrat
ing agriculture and industry-arranged in rings around a central 
core of residences and parkland. In this way people would be able 
to work in the communities where they lived and would be able 
to provision themselves with local produce, while enjoying the 
benefits of nearby green space. To provide access to other garden 
satellites and to the central city (the equivalent of downtown 
Vancouver), he advocated orbital and radial inter-city transit 
lines. To ensure that the community benefited from new growth, 
he advocated that ownership of land be retained by the commu
nity in trust; thus, increases in land values would accrue to the 
community at large. 6 

In B. C. at least, there has been very little work in new town 
or garden city development, apart from resource towns built from 
scratch in the middle of the wilderness.7 The closest we've come 
recently is the proposal for Bamberton on the Saanich Peninsula, 
Which appears to have been effectively scuttled by local opposi
tion .R On a much more tiny scale, an Eco-Village is being 
proposed for development in South Surrey.9 

In a very loose way, the notion of an urban core surrounded 
by 'town centres' linked by transit has been operating principle in 
~he GVRD for some time. The attempt has been to build up 
nodes' of commercial, office and residential development at the 

centre of suburban municipalities, which are1linked by the SkyTrain 
~ass transit system. In some ways, this has been a forerunner of 
1 e 'complete communities' concept, but in practice the town 
centres are aesthetically a mixed bag and the 'soul' of each is 
Usually a huge shopping mall. 
c With respect to retaining lands in the public domain, Van
Nouver has been built on speculation (and expropriation of First 
a ations) from the .very beginning. Now, of course, Vancouver 

1:ct the other municipalities are hard-pressed for. revenue. Had 
lend bee~ retained in the public domain and leased out on a long
tri rrn_ basis - as is done in Hong Kong and Singapore - the 
lv~nicipalities would have been earning the value increment, 

tch they could have then reinvested into public services. 
lve 'l'he biggest parcel ofland that remained in the public sector 

re th • \vii· e so-called 'Expo lands' - owned by the province -
ar,;ch Were sold at less than market value to private developers 
~ conclusion of Expo '86. 11 Today, the fate ofrailway and V - . . 
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municipal right~of-ways is on the agenda, and there is consider
able interest in ensuring that these be retained and converted to 
valuable public uses, such as greenways. 12 

PATRICK GEDDES 

Considered by many to be the founder of modern urban and 
regional planning, Geddes was a forward-looking thinker who 
was responsible for a number of conceptual breakthroughs. 
These included: the need to conduct urban and regional surveys 
that put any proposed future development in a well-understood 
historical and spatial context; popular partidpation in planning 
surveys and decision-making instead of treating planning as an 
'expert discipline' ; and conceiving of regions in terms of "river 
valley sections." 13 

The Vancouver region is rich in natural and cultural data, but 
it has not been systematically collected. At a Vancouver munici
pal level, only environmentally sensitive areas (ESAs) and herit
age architecture sites have been surveyed, and these are largely 
viewed as isolated entities, rather than as parts of a dynamic 
system. Fortunately, in some cases, existing heritage buildings 
,are being creatively re-;idapted for contemporary use which is a 
small-scale application of Geddes ' approach. 

Geddes was a great believer in a culture of "civics" - in 
people becoming the experts on and the masters of their own 
municipal destinies. We have seen some revival of this tradition. 
The most recent official plan process in Vancouver relied on so
called "City Circles" - groups of people of like backgrounds 
who discussed options for the city's future development. 14 The 
GVRD's 'Livable Region' process has also, at various times, 
involved considerable numbers of people, and the concept itself 
was a product of public dialogue. 15 There is also an active 
'Neighbour to Neighbour' Coalition in Vancouver proper, and its 
demand for neighbourhood self-government-partly inspfred by 
the Seattle model - has transmuted _ itself into a City Hall 
proposal for neighbourhood service teams in a newly densified 
"city of neighbourhoods. " 16 · 

The concept of "valley section," based largely on the Euro
pean experience, was an attempt to model an urban region. In 
Geddes' view, most cities developed by the sea or by a major 
waterway, and the occupations of the people of the city regions 
were often determined by their location and the elevation at which 
they lived. Thus; in the Fraser Valley, Geddes ' miner existed at 
one time in the mines in the furthest mountain fringes, his 
woodsman corresponds to the loggers near Chilli wack and Hope, 
his hunter to the recreationalists and hikers who roam the moun
tains and lakes, his shepherd to the dairy farmers near Chilliwack, 
his peasants to the cash crop farmers in mid-valley, his gardeners 
to the truck farmers in Delta and Langley, and his fishermen to the 
fishers who net salmon at the mouth of the Fraser. The valley 
section was the unit that Geddes believed should be surveyed 
historically and spatially as a-template for further city planning. 

BENTON MAcKA YE 

MacKaye, a New Englander, is best known for founding the 
Appalachian Trail. In 1928, he published a landmark book 
entitled The New Exploration, 17 which advocated a numberoffar
sighted measures for the preservation of unique urban, rural and 
wilderness environments from the character-less sprawl of "the 
metropolitan invasion." 18 From MacKaye's perspective, plan-
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ning should be done from the perspective of the "ridge line" or 
mountaintop, taking into account the region's resources and 
unique environments , and should involve the construction of a 
park and expressway system that protects such areas from inap-
propriate development. ' 

With respect to the first point, too often land outside the urban 
envelope is viewed as ' raw' _ as land waiting to be developed. 
MacKaye, like Geddes, viewed the valley section as being the 
appropriate conceptual unit for planning. Were he living in 
Vancouver, he would probably consider Hope, Cypress Bowl and 
Mount Seymour as appropriate vantage points from which to plan 
the future of the region. 

Far from being anti-urban, MacKaye realized that urban, 
rural and wilderness environments each had their special ambi
ence and fulfilled important needs, economic and psychological. 
He was adamant that the integrity of each needed to be protected, 
rather than blenderized into some fonnless suburbia. He would 
have been appalled at what has happened in Maple Ridge, Delta 
and Abbotsford where rural and wilderness environments have 
been compromised by "low-grade, depolarized urban tissue," 19 

with subdivisions, monster houses, and strip developments re
placing farms and scenic mountain views. A recent writer much 
influenced by MacKaye 's work and his approach to planning is 
Tony Hiss, author of Experience of Place, in which he explores 
the possibilities of siting new development in ways that respect 
the character of existing rural areas.20 

The purpose ofMacKaye' spark and express way system was 
to limit urban sprawl by setting up "checks" and "berms." In the 
case of the Vancouver region, the 'hemming' effect of the 
mountains and the border, and the role of the TransCanada 
highway as the major artery through the valley, has performed a 
similar function, limiting the spread of urban sprawl as might 
occur in a largely featureless plain. The NOP-established Agri
cultural Land Reserve has also been a valuable bulwark in this 
regard. 21 

PAUL AND P ERCIVAL GOODMAN 

In their book, Communitas , first published in 1947, the 
Goodmans outlined a number of principles.22 Foremost among 
these were self-sufficient urban regions, mixed use planning, and 
fixed urban boundaries. 

In their book, they rehearse a variety of options regarding 
urban size and form, but express a preference for urban regions of 
approximately 200,000 people, designed to be able to provide for 
their own food needs - with exurban foodlands being ringed by 
forests . In a sense, the larger Vancouver region is an urban 
envelope surrounded on the east and south by farmland. An 
estimated 60% of all food produced in the Fraser Valley is 
consumed in the same area. 23 Vancouver also has a small but 
growing community garden movement, with the extensive gar
dens in the Strathcona neighbourhood being amongst the most 
fully developed. 24 · 

Though firmly in the visionary regional planning tradition, 
the Goodmans were disparaging of the single-use zoning and 
quasi-suburban character of the garden city concept, noting that 
"an intellectual would rather meet a bear in the woods than Ii vein 
a garden city."25 Theirs was more the European ideal of the city, 
with its pulsing street life and cafe society - a vitality ap
proached in certain areas such as Commercial Drive and Broad-
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way in the Kitsilano neighbourhood, but lacking in the sub 
and strip malls of Surrey andAbbotsford. Recreating that vita~~bs 
albeit in a somewhat sanitized way, is partially the airn of 11Y, 
'complete community' and 'pedestrian pocket' concepts Wh~he 
are being increasingly embraced by area planners. 26 Ich 

The Goodmans were also proponents of fixed urban bound 
ries, and were not opposed to densities of up to 200 people to it 
acre if urban sprawl could thereby be avoided. That density ,e 
similar to that found in Vancouver's West End which, despite .18 

high density, is very lively, pleasant and walkable-this aided its 
doubt by its proximity to Stanley Park and English Bay. As to 
urban_growth boundaries, these are b~in~ sought in Oregon an~ 
Washmgton, but thus far the prescnpt10ns and proposals , . ,or 
growth management of the B. C. government are very rnodest,ii 

LEWIS MUMFORD 

Mumford's influential essays on transportation issues Writ
ten in the 1950s advanced a number of principles. 28 Key among 
them were the importance of vision vs. trend planning, seeking an 
optimal modal split, and the establishment of auto-free zones 
(pedestrian malls) . 

Vision planning involves setting goals and working to achieve 
them, trend planning involves merely accommodating demand 
and has been the dominant tradition in transportation planning.~ 
Mumford pointed out many decades ago, expanding and creating 
new roadways to accommodate anticipated demand is a recipe for 
failure, since there seems to be an unlimited capacity for cars to 
fill up all available space; and practice has shown that such 
roadways become congested quickly, thus forcing a new and 
costly round of investments. A trend approach lies behind the 
creation of the inordinately expensive Vancouver Island High
way, which will prove an enormous burden on the provincial 
treasury, while subjecting the eastern side of Vancouver Island to 
even more urban sprawl. 

Mumford was a big fan of Dutch transportation planning, in 
which each new successive form of transportation was layered on 
the last (boat, rail, auto), thus producing an effective divisionof 
labour/specialization of function . Nothing approximating that 
exists in the Vancouver region. The closest might be the Seabus/ 
SkyTrain terminal station down town, where one can opt for ferry 
service to the north shore, walk to a nearby bus , or take the 
SkyTrain to the Main station where bus service to other cities is 
available. A high-speed commuter rail system out to Mission has 
now been established that may more prove to be an agent of 
suburban sprawl than an agent of deliverance from the automo
bile. 

Car-free zones are few in number. Some years ago, parts ~f 
Granville.Street were clos~d to all traf~ic excep~ for police, t~:s 
and buses. But these sect10ns (especially at mght) are m'."n J 
frequented by youth and, because some traffic is pernutte ' 
people stay off the roadways. 

~Mill~ · e 
McHarg was the fam0us author of Design With Natu;g 

whose title illustrates his philosophy of planning.29 M~B·cs 
believed that the landscape, by virtue of its charactertSll nd 
contained certain "values." It was the task of the pla?n~~;ng 
landscape architect to assist the public in identifying and pno~illts 10 
such values~ determining the opportunities and constr~ 
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realizing them, and developing zoning classifications that would 
ensure that the dominant values in any givert area were protected. 
j-lis work is echoed in the practice of Canadian landscape archi
tect, Michael Hough, author of City Form and Natural Process 
and Out of Place: Restoring Identity to theRegionalLandscape.30 

The recognition that values 'inhere' in the landscape is reflected 
·w some degree in the designation of lands under a variety of 
'holding' categories: the Agricultural Land Reserve, the Greater 
Vancouver watershed lands, the creation of provincial and re
gional parks, and the GVRD' s current effort (which, as yet, has no 
statutory basis) to create a so-called "Green Zone."31 

With respect to eliciting values from the people, McHarg 
tended to oscillate between a rather scientistic perspective that the 
land embodies latent values which require a trained planner to · 
recognize and his view that values should come from the people. 
This latter perspective is reflected in the following: 
I strongly object to much ofthe current planning philosophy as 
it is emerging in both teaching and practice.for it assumes that 
the planner imposes values, and exercises [ authority J for the 
good of the people .. .. [T]here is no substitute for eliciting [val
ues} from the constituents themselves. 32 

This approach has been followed to a degree in the City Plan 
process undertaken by the City ofVancouver. Basically, residents 
were asked to articulate a vision for the city's future development, 
focusing on issues of density, character and transportation. The 
various preferences expressed were then distilled into four 'mod
els ' which the public was supposed to choose from, Further 
consultation yielded a compact city form with more developed 
neighbourhood centres, and the resulting 'plan' was recently 
adopted by City Council. 

McHarg is perhaps best known for his overlay technique 
whichinvolves mapping and charting land use capability, suit
ability and compatibility of uses, and then using the resulting 
information to establish appropriate zoning categories and regu
lations. This approach has been followed in the Vancouver region 
only rarely, but examples of it exist. McHarg, for instance, 
sometimes favoured putting residential housing on ridges (care
fully camouflaged), and leaving valley lands for other purposes. 
This has been done in some parts of Coquitlam, Burnaby and 
Abbotsford, but the hillsides have usually been clearcut and 
bulldozed. Also, the principle of seeking to avoid conflicting land 
Uses has not been followed in relation to the farm community, 
Which is bedeviled by many adjacent and often quite inappropri
ate land uses. 33 

CliRISTOPHER ALEXANDER 

Christopher Alexander is best known for his masterwork, co
~Uthored with a number of colleagues, A Pattern Language.34 . 

_ lse)f a compendium of planning and architectural principles, it is 
'lllpossible to boil down, but the three I have arbitrarily chosen 
~e: his belief that, if attention were paid to small-scale patterns, 
lh e large-scale patterns would take care of themselves; his belief ot~ r_egions should supersede the nation-state; and his advocacy 

City-country fingers." 
sub ~~e~y ti_me a de~eloper in the Vancouv~r regi_on puts a large 
e div1s10n m the rmddle of 'nowhere' -with residents depend
j:on the automobile for groceries and for commuting to a distant 
Op -. we have an eiample of context-less planning. This is the 
~te ofrespecting the importance of pattern at a small scale. 

\r 
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The countervailing trend these days is the emphasis on 'complete 
communities,' which is becoming gospel but not yet standard 
practice, 35 in which a neighboqrhood or residential node seeks to 
provide as many of the essentials as possible within walking 
distance of services and transit. Presumably if this were followed 
at a micro-scale, there would far less auto-commuting and sprawl 
at a large regional scale. 

Alexander was a firm believer in a globe of regions in which 
the nation-state withers and dies . In his view, the ideal region was 
comprised of 5-15 million people. Interestingly enough, a signifi
cant effort is being made to foster an effective regional conscious
ness and degree of cooperation in 'Cascadia,' an entity of varying 
proportions ( depending on the exponent) that encompasses parts 
of the west coast of the U.S. and Canada. Its population - again 
depending on the definition - is somewhere between 11 and 16 
million people.36 

'The idea behind city-country fingers is that there should be 
corridors of green space, farmland, and forest within easy access 
of all parts of the city. These corridors, which would be up to a 
mile wide, would 'interdigitate ' through the urban fabric . While 
there is considerable interest in Vancouver in the concept of 
greenways, nothing this ambitious exists. One opportunity for 
green corridors exists in the railroad right-~f-ways which snake 
their way through the region and which could be naturalized, but 
these would be much narrower that what Alexander had in mind. 37 

Alexander also favoured valley lands for his fingers . One 
problem with putting all the housing on hills, however, is that 
recharge areas are thereby potentially sterilized, and everyone has 
to look at potentially ugly housing estates. 

ANNE WHISTON SPIRN 

Unfortunately, most of the major visionary planners to date 
(or least the ones we know about) have been men. Spirn is not a 
planner per se, but her book, The Granite Garden, is regarded by 
many as one of the earliest and best books on urban ecology and 
its implications for land use planning.38 Her book is rich, and it is 
only with difficulty that we can extract a handful of principles 
from her work. The ones I have chosen are: the need to reduce 
inputs and outputs through 'closing the loop '; multi-functional
ity, and linking natural with social function or need. 
Examples of the first principle, apart from recycling programs, 
are rather hard to find. An innovative sewage treatment facility on 
Vancouver Island is being constructed near Duncan by Eco-Tek, 
which relies entirely on biological processes to convert used 
residential water back to drinking water quality.39 

In terms of multi-functionality, one of the few examples we 
have is provided by the Strathcona Community Gardens, which 
were built by residents on an old refuse site and now provide food, 
.a recreational outlet, and important habitat for birds and small 
mammals . Greenways illustrate the same principle of multi
functionality. 

The point behind linking ecological function with human 
needs and purposes is Spirn's observation that nature always 
see.ms to lose out when weighed against human priorities . By 
linkirig the two together, a stronger case can be made for the 
retention of natural areas. The arguments made for a GVRD 
Green Zone echo this approach, as do arguments for greenways. 
In essence, this is the approach of 'sustainable development' 
which seeks to show that the interests of people and the planet are 
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one and the same. Eco-tourism -showing the economic benefits 
of retaining natural and cultural heritage - provides another 
example.40 

DouG ABERLEY 

Doug Aberley is one of a new breed of 'bioregionalists,' but 
he is one of the few that actually has a background in planning. His 
two books, Boundaries of Home (a primer on bioregional map
ping) and Futures By Design, carry on the tradition of visionary 
regional planning. 41 Three principles which can be derived from 
his work are: that (bio )regions need to become the focus for newly 
democratized governance systems and human culture; that peo
ple need to seek greater economic self-sufficiency within such 
regions ('internalizing' economic costs), and that a federation of 
regions must be built to adjudicate issues that arise on a 
transregional scale. 

Key to rebuilding human institutions and culture at a 
bioregional scale is the identification and mapping of these 
regions. A mapping exercise of this type is underway in Vancou
ver for the 'greater' Lower Fraser Basin, with Aberley's assist
ance, by a group called the "Barefoot Cartographers." 

There are a number of scales for thinking regionally. The 
large-scale (e.g. Cascadia) yields enormous entities which are 
potentially as remote as nation-states, and which are essentially 
biogeographical in nature (comprised of simi1ar vegetation, cli
mate and flora and fauna). 

The next scale down is the bioregional scale which, in the 
case of Vancouver, is probably the entity known as the Georgia
Puget Sound Basin. This area has similar physiographic, vegeta
tion and climatic characteristics and is the focus for the B. C. 
government's current Georgia Basin Initiative, which is con
cerned with growth management issues. 42 Home to several major 
cities, such a unit is not fully appropriate for urban-hinterland 
planning for a single city. However, at the next scale down is what 
I call the 'urban domain ' , which encompasses an area large 
enough to consider urban-related resource use, waste assimila
tion, and biodiversity issues. 

Below that is the region proper, usually of a size that people 
can readily comprehend and identify with, and in the case of 
Vancouver this is the area variously called the 'Lower Mainland; 
or 'Fraser Valley.' Finally, at the lowest level, there is the 
neighbourhood, municipality, or regional district with which 
most citizens identify. 

In my view, the urban domain is the appropriate unit for 
considering greater economic self-sufficiency, though much can 
be done to protect productive resources at the regional level. The 
'ecological footprint' methodology of Bill Rees and Mathis 
Wackernagel has revealed that residents of the Fraser Valley 
consume, in 'appropriated carrying capacity,' an area equivalent 
to 20 times. the size of the Valley itself.43 While efforts need to be 
made to reduce this 'throughput,' we must also enlarge the area 
being con~idered for economic 'internalization.' The urban do- · 
main - consisting of the Sunshine Coast, Howe Sound, the 
Lillooet River Valley, Fraser Valley, and Nooksack Basin is at 
least 250% larger than the Fraser Valley alone. 

With respect to regional federations, there is not a lot of 
experience with these, especially where they transcend national 
boundaries. The best approximations to date are probably zones 
of international cooperation, such as in the management of the 
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Great Lakes, the Red River watershed, or the integration of the 
European Community - the latter being a federation of nations, 
not regions. 

CONCLUSION 

While it was only within the scope of this article to consider 
a few points, I hope it has demonstrated there is much wisdom that 
can be mined from the work of these visionary thinkers. Of 
course, planning thought has not stood still. While much of tho 
more recent literature is perhaps less sweeping in its scope, it also 
pays much more attention to detail and to contemporary political 
realities. Moreover, the recent discourse of planning has been 
overlain by a discussion of the tenets of sustainability. A worth
while area of study would be to further elaborate the linkages 
between visionary regional planning and the more recent litera
ture of sustainability, and to identify whether there have been any 
common intellectual roots. 
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